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Today’s candidates are unlike any employers have encountered 
in history. With unique preferences, priorities and unprecedented 
access to information, global corporations and other employers 
are continuously searching for ways they can attract and retain 

the world’s top talent. To better understand how employers 

can leverage global candidate preferences, ManpowerGroup 

Solutions, the world’s largest Recruitment Process Outsourcing 

(RPO) provider, surveyed nearly 4,500 job seekers in October 

2015. The global candidate preferences survey was fielded in five 
influential employment markets around the world (United States, 
United Kingdom, Australia, China and Mexico) and questions 
ranged from job search practices and preferences to motivators 
for change. A number of important trends and market-based 
differences emerged along with insights about how global 
companies and other employers can recruit and retain top talent. 

This second report explores one of the most important—yet 

least understood—new dynamics of candidate preferences: 

branding and employer-employee trust. The research results 
reveal how and why employer-employee trust is a crucial factor 
and what savvy companies can do to effectively enhance their 
efforts to attract and retain the best and brightest candidates.

Introduction
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BRAND IS INCREASING IN IMPORTANCE  
AMONG GLOBAL CANDIDATES 
More than half of global candidates (56 percent) say an employer’s brand/reputation  
is more important today than it was five years ago. Today’s candidates are proactively  
engaged in learning about an employer’s brand or employer value proposition (EVP). One in  
five global candidates is brand-driven—meaning a company’s brand is one of the top three  
motivators for their career decisions. 

Global Average

China

Mexico

United States 

Australia

United Kingdom

Candidates Who Believe an Employer’s Brand 
is More Important Now Than Five Years Ago

72%

57%

48%

43%

56%

62%

The rise in the importance of employer brand/reputation can be linked to several factors: 
first, the other two top motivators—compensation and type of work—have become very 
standardized across companies. Employer brand is one of the ways candidates can 
distinguish companies from one another. Second, with less compartmentalization of work  
and home life, candidates seek companies that align with their personal goals and values. 
Third, technology companies have raised the bar for reinventing corporate culture; it is an 
essential part of their employer value propositions. And lastly, today’s candidates have more 
access to information about companies than ever before. The Google generation does not 
have to rely on what potential employers tell them about a company; they have instant  
access to news articles, social networks and employer review sites.
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People are becoming less transactional with their employers. They recognize 
that they spend the bulk of their lives at work and want to know what the return 
on investment is. Who you work for defines your place in the community. People 
identify with companies in their lives. Look at all the people who walk around 
displaying company names on them in some way. Company culture and brand 
generate an overall feeling and connection.

“
STEPHEN REES,  
Managing Director, Client Delivery  
ManpowerGroup Solutions North America

“

WHO ARE THESE BRAND-
DRIVEN CANDIDATES?
In one word: Millennials. Candidates who 
rank brand as a top-three motivating factor  
in their career decisions tend to be 25-34 
years old. They are often in managerial  
roles and average ten to twelve years of  
work experience. 

The global candidate preferences survey  
shows that there is no real difference in the 
way brand-driven candidates search for jobs. 
However, brand-driven candidates seek out 
information about company brand and obtain  
it earlier in the job search process than their  
non-brand-driven counterparts. They are 
almost twice as likely to obtain company brand 
information prior to the interview compared  
to non-brand-driven candidates (30 percent  
versus 16 percent). There also appears to be 
a strong link between being brand-driven and 
valuing Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR):  
brand-driven candidates are almost twice 
as likely to have CSR information prior to an 
interview (14 percent versus eight percent).

Differences in brand-driven candidates by market 
exist as well. China has a higher percentage  
of brand-driven candidates (28 percent) than  
any other market surveyed. Both Australia 
and the United Kingdom have 21 percent of 
candidates identifying as brand-driven, whereas 
the United States and Mexico have 18 percent  
and 17 percent, respectively.

In the United Kingdom, brand-driven  
candidates tend to skew a bit older with  
a strong showing among Gen Xers (aged  
35-50). Although the precise reason for  
this is unclear, it may be linked to the strong 
CSR movement among British companies. 
Linking company values to personal values  
has been a common practice in the United 
Kingdom for decades.

In contrast, nine out of ten brand-driven 
candidates in China are Gen Yers aged  
25-34. As a result, social media is also the 
number one source of information about a 
company in China. 

Differences in Brand-Driven 
Candidates by Market

China - 28% 

Mexico - 17% 

Australia - 21%

United Kingdom - 21%

United States - 18%
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The Chinese economy is growing fast. However, candidates are not merely about 
making money. Today’s Chinese candidates want to find a company that will be  
a career partner for them.“

JACKY WANG,  
Solution and Emerging Business Director

ManpowerGroup Solutions Greater China

“

The power of social media among brand-driven candidates is essential in Mexico as well. 43 percent 
of candidates rely on social media for information about a company’s brand. The reason for this 
is that it is one of the only ways candidates in Mexico can access the information. The majority of 
companies in this market are small- to medium-sized and do not focus resources on describing 
or promoting their employer brands outside the company. Social media, therefore, is not only a 
generational preference for these candidates, it is the sole source for the information they crave.

Global Average

China

United Kingdom

Australia

United States

Mexico

Percentage of Brand-Driven Candidates by Market

17%

28%

20%

21%

21%

18%
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One of the first places to develop trust is 
training the people you put in front of the 
candidates. Employers need recruiters that 
can live and breathe the client’s brand.

“
STEPHEN REES,  
Managing Director, Client Delivery 

ManpowerGroup Solutions North America

“

EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE 
TRUST IS THE MOST  
IMPORTANT ASPECT OF 
AN EMPLOYER’S BRAND
For today’s candidates, employer brands 
are not an ethereal or ill-defined concept. 
Candidates speak definitively and decisively 
about what is important to them. Eight out 
of ten global candidates say the most 
important aspect of an employer’s brand  
is “employer-employee trust.” It outranks 
other aspects, such as the company’s 
reputation as an employer, clear vision/
mission, transparency and corporate social 
responsibility. Candidate preferences about 
employer brands are universal; these rankings 
are remarkably consistent across markets.

Experts hypothesize the global economic 
downturn of 2008-2009 redefined Gen Y’s 
relationship with companies. Much in the  
same way the Watergate scandal undermined 
an American generation’s trust in government 
and institutions, the subprime mortgage 
crisis and its global economic reverberations 
eroded trust in institutions and layoffs eroded 
employee’s trust in their employers. Now, 
candidates are looking for companies that  
not only make a promise, but live up to  
that promise too.

Most Important Aspects 
of an Employer’s Brand

Global
Average

US UK AUS MEX CHN

Clear Vision/
Mission

55%

49%

45%

49%

58%

Organization’s 
Reputation as
an Employer

76%

71%

66%

75%

61%

84%

80%

84%

78%

81%

Transparency

63%

60%

70%

62%

47%

Corporate Social 
Responsibility

Employer-Employee 
Trust

38%

32%

29%

39%

40%

81% 70%

59% 52%

36%
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3Global Best Practices   
For Building Employer Brand

The Bar Raiser

One high-profile technology company in North America has taken the employee 
ambassador concept to new levels. A “bar raiser” is a skilled evaluator who already holds 
a full-time position within the company and plays a crucial role in the company’s hiring 
process for high-level positions. They come from a variety of backgrounds like marketing, 
sales and business development. The main criterion for being a bar raiser is that a person 
demonstrates leadership principles. Bar raisers interview candidates (sometimes as many 
as ten potential hires per week) with an eye toward weeding out cultural misfits. Bar raisers 
have full veto power over any candidate and help ensure the company makes good hiring 
choices by forcing several diverse full-time employees to sign-off on a candidate.

The Recruiter Proxy

In Mexico, companies are relatively new to the idea of investing in and building an employer 
brand. They often have to compete for talent with large multi-national corporations with  
well-established reputations (large multi-national companies are preferred by most 
candidates). In addition, the idea of “selling” the company to potential candidates is  
often new to established hiring managers. As a result, companies hire recruiters and  
staffing agencies to represent their brands to candidates. Recruiters meet with employers  
to learn their values then package and share that information with potential hires. 

Company Camp

Companies in China are using an interesting new tactic to educate potential candidates 
about company culture. They offer recent or upcoming graduates the opportunity to  
go to “company camp”—a week-long internship where they have the opportunity to  
visit the campus, meet current employees and experience the culture first hand. The 
internships may be paid or unpaid, but either way, they provide the opportunity for an 
immersive experience during which companies are able to differentiate themselves from 
other potential employers. 

Here are three examples of how companies are turning candidate preference 
data into innovative best practices. The first uses current employees to  
convey company culture. The second builds employer-branding capacity 
through outsourcing. The third exposes top talent to the employer value 
proposition early in the job search process—even prior to the application.
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A COMPANY’S CURRENT EMPLOYEES ARE THE MOST 
CREDIBLE SOURCE OF INFORMATION ABOUT THAT 
EMPLOYER’S BRAND
Global candidates are also united when it comes 
to credible sources of information on a company’s 
brand. One third of global candidates rank 
current employees of the company as the 
most credible source of information. Current 
employees outrank company websites, employer 
review websites, social networks, news articles, 
peers not employed at the company and recruiters 
as information sources. 

Employer review websites, notably, rank number 
three in importance among the general population 
of global candidates as a source of information 
about an employer’s brand—behind the company’s 
own website. The growing influence of these 
sites, their accessibility early in the job search 
process and potential influence are not to be 
underestimated. Recently, a media outlet in the 
United Kingdom published the “Top 15 Best  
Places to Work” based on Glassdoor rankings. 

However, when we look at brand-driven candidates 
in isolation, the sources of information they use 
are substantially different from their non-brand-
driven counterparts. Brand-driven candidates are 
significantly more likely to get information about 
a company’s brand from an in-house recruiter, 
hiring manager or social media. While company 
websites remain a source of information for these 
candidates, human interaction appears to play a 
crucial role in their information gathering process. 

Periodic email from companies is twice as  
likely to be a source of credible information  
for brand-driven candidates than it is for those 
who are non-brand-driven. This suggests 
that cultivating talent communities among 
brand-driven candidates can be useful in 
establishing relationships and building talent 
pipelines. However, with the extra scrutiny and 
importance placed on employer brand among 
these candidates, it is important for companies 
to carefully craft communications that positively 
reinforce their EVPs.

Best Sources of Information 
About an Employer’s Brand

Employer Review 
Websites

11%

8%

17%

11%

14%

Social Networks 

11%

3%

6%

4%

6%

Company Website

Global
Average

US UK AUS MEX CHN

22%

24%

21%

17%

15%

Recruiters/
Headhunters

5%

4%

6%

4%

5%

38%

29%

30%

35%

35%

Current Employees 
of the Company

33% 20%

12% 6%

5%

Periodic Emails 
from the Company

3%

2%

2%

3%

4%

3%
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10 WAYS COMPANIES CAN USE CURRENT EMPLOYEES 
TO APPEAL TO BRAND-DRIVEN CANDIDATES
Today’s potential hires are increasingly interested in employer brand and employer-employee trust is a key 
component. Savvy candidates are like brand detectives—seekers of authentic and trustworthy evidence 
of how a company really works and whether that will be a good fit for them personally and professionally. 
The most credible source of information about employer brand is current employees. So, how can savvy 
employers leverage their current employees to build employer-employee trust? Here are ten ways: 

Social media is here to stay and the dialogue is going to take place whether companies 
participate or not. More and more job search sites (e.g., LinkedIn, Reed, Seek, OCC, 
Zhaopin) are emphasizing the social component. The amount of time brand-driven 
candidates spend on social media cannot be overstated. These candidates are 
listening carefully to what employees and others have to say. Smart companies turn 
obstacles into opportunities by demonstrating trustworthy behavior and open, honest 
communication when potentially negative issues arise. As Sarah Peiker, an RPO 
Practice Leader, observed in “#TRUST: The Key Ingredient To A Great Employer  
Brand” (ManpowerGroup Solutions, 2015), “Companies too often choose to treat  
the brand conversation as a monologue rather than a dialogue.” 

For example, a company with a recent layoff was subject to much speculation and 
chatter on social media about the reason for the cuts. Current employees used the 
situation as an opportunity to debunk the negativity by saying the company was a  
great environment to work in—despite the fact that people were just laid off. 

1) STEER THE CONVERSATION

When posting on social media or employer review websites, do so with frequent and 
consistent updates. Make sure someone within the HR department is responsible for 
social media and is executing according to an articulated strategy. Understand there 
is value in regular communication, but even more value in responsive, authentic and 
strategic participation. 

Daily monitoring of social media websites may seem like a distraction from filling 
positions with little return on investment. However, risk-reward analysis suggests 
a failure to engage means a company is losing candidates to their competitors in 
the short-term and narrowing the talent pipeline in the long-term. And the longer 
companies go without responding, the influence of dialogue rises exponentially.

2) AVOID POSTING AND PRAYING
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Unfortunately, some companies may oversell at the beginning on topics 
like an additional compensation package that will not be contained in the 
final contract or offer letter. Whether it is oversight, an intentional bait 
and switch or internal miscommunication, it sets a terrible precedent for 
employer-employee trust.

“
FRANCISCO DIAZ,  
Regional Managing Director  

ManpowerGroup Solutions Latin America

“
With employer review websites (e.g., Glassdoor) being among the top three sources 
of information for brand-driven candidates, HR executives need to own their company 
profiles. Because these sites often directly ask users for company weaknesses, as 
well as strengths, there is a tendency towards negative content. HR executives who 
throw their hands up in frustration or simply put their heads in the sand are missing 
opportunities to engage and diffuse.

Organizations often overreach with a desire to make a company seem perfect, which 
can appear disingenuous to today’s candidates. Most people recognize that workplaces 
are far from perfect, yet they are looking for situations where employer-employee trust 
is cultivated rather than squelched. Using employer review websites to acknowledge 
imperfections and talk about the company’s core values can reduce long-term damage 
to employer brand. Company attitudes and actions may need to adjust to a dynamic 
marketplace, but fundamentally, the values remain the same.

3) OWN THE CONTENT ON REVIEW WEBSITES

Brand is now a factor at every point in the hiring process and essential to employee 
retention. If it does not align at every step—from job postings and interviews, to 
onboarding, training programs and employee reviews—word will get out. Candidates  
and employees will detect any inconsistencies.

When meeting with a prospective or current employer, candidates expect a company 
to live up to the promises it makes. Whether it is failing to write special compensation 
agreements into contract letters, not allowing employees to work virtually, or not providing 
promised training opportunities, delivering on employee expectations will go a long way  
in establishing and building trust. This is especially true for prospective candidates who  
end up not getting the job. Treating them with respect, keeping them in the loop, and 
engaging with them honestly throughout the process helps ensure they do not have a 
negative experience. The same goes for current employees: good employer-employee 
relationships mean there are never surprises come review time.

4) PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH
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In addition to managing conversations on social media, HR executives should  
watch for a wave of cutting-edge tools designed to help them manage Big Data.  
For example, some social media platforms specializing in professional networking  
and job searching are developing tools that analyze when prospective candidates  
are updating their profiles and reviewing job ads. Smart companies will engage  
with them, building their employer value proposition along the way. Having an EVP  
that embraces younger candidate groups such as recent graduates or veterans  
can also enhance these efforts.

A company’s website is as important as social media when it comes to being a  
critical source of employer brand information for candidates. Use photos and video  
of employees to animate testimonials, celebrate employees and put a human face  
on the company. Videos especially are a social engagement powerhouse and provide 
an authenticity that static media cannot duplicate. 

Thinking expansively about employee videos also means that the setting can go  
beyond the workplace. For example, does the employee bike to work? Have a  
rescue dog? Jog at lunch time? Use the company’s products? Video is a great  
way to experience a company’s values as expressed through their employees.

While some employers have elected to mitigate risk by prohibiting employees  
to talk about the workplace on social media, savvy companies are encouraging 
widespread social media use. While this translates to training employees on  
what is expected in terms of tone, content and overall appropriateness, companies  
are allowing their employees to speak freely rather than controlling the message.  
As Peiker also observed, “The reality is that current, past and prospective  
employees are going to talk about employers and they are going to do it in very  
public ways…Now more than ever, companies have an opportunity to brand  
themselves as employers of choice and harness the collective power of employees  
and candidates.”

While employers acknowledge such policies must be error tolerant, the authenticity of 
voice and creation of trust among employees have outweighed the risks. Brand-driven 
clients are Internet- and media-savvy and can often detect a “scripted” or “planted” 
message by employees. Such efforts can backfire, undermining the trust companies 
want to cultivate.

5) WATCH FOR NEW TOOLS

6) INCORPORATE TESTIMONIALS 

7) ENCOURAGE SPEAKING FREELY
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Employee referrals are an effective and efficient source of new hires—about 
40 percent. For every 100 people hired, 40 are recommended by current 
employees. Internal recommendations quickly garner the trust of the hiring 
manager and vice versa and the interview and screening process tends to be 
more efficient with referral candidates.

“
JACKY WANG,  
Solution and Emerging Business Director 

ManpowerGroup Solutions Greater China

“

Companies not ready to take the plunge of allowing employees to communicate freely on 
social media can test the waters with internal sites. As a training ground for more ambitious 
public efforts, consider creating an internal facing social media site where current employees 
can post photos, videos and messages to demonstrate how they live the brand. For 
companies still developing their brands, this can be a great way to get a sense of what the 
company’s brand means to current employees. Assuming the content is consistent with a 
company’s EVP, it can consider selecting and migrating some content to public forums.

8) LIVE THE BRAND AND POST ABOUT IT

9) ACTIVATE EMPLOYEE REFERRALS

Since current employees are the most trusted source of information about a company’s 
brand and they have first hand knowledge of the company culture and values, they can be an 
invaluable source for new hires. The benefits associated with streamlining the interview process 
and a higher hit rate far outweigh the cost of employee incentive programs. Incentives—financial 
or otherwise—can also be structured on a sliding scale with ongoing rewards for longevity.

Employee referral programs offer a one-two punch of recruitment and retention benefits as 
well. Successful hires are a positive reflection on the referring employee. They indicate to 
managers that an employee has good judgment, a strong professional network and a desire 
to be a team player. 

In many places, “what do you do?” is a popular conversation starter. Transform employees into  
a mini-army of brand ambassadors by making sure they understand the essence of the employer 
value proposition. Some people are natural ambassadors, but others will need a little help in  
briefly and effectively articulating key messages. Offering talking points can be very effective.

And it is not just messaging—a little “swag” can go a long way, too. T-shirts, hoodies, hats,  
coffee mugs, laptop protectors and other high-visibility products with the company logo can  
extend the reach of the brand and make a statement about company values. Emphasize good 
design over cheesy morale-building slogans and watch as employees proudly become walking 
billboards for the company. Giveaways also reinforce relationships with existing employees.

10) ARM EVERY EMPLOYEE WITH THE BRAND MESSAGE
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Conclusion

MORE ABOUT THE RESPONDENTS

Overall, the job seekers surveyed were 18-65 years old and currently in the workforce  
(not retired or homemakers). In total there were 4,479 respondents from the UK (18.6%),  
US (28.8%), China (17.7%), Australia (17.6%) and Mexico (17.4%). They represented a  
cross-section of age, income, employment status (i.e. full-time, part-time, contract), career 
level and industry. With respect to career level, experienced non-managers accounted for  
the largest group at 33 percent followed by managers (26 percent), entry-level employees  
(9 percent), students (8 percent), executives (5 percent) and senior-level executives (4 percent).

For global corporations and other companies, a compelling 
employer brand is more important than ever before.  
Brand-driven candidates use technology, social media 
and personal experience to accurately detect a company’s 
core values and level of authenticity. Human Resource 
professionals who harness the power of their current 
employees as authentic voices for the employer brand tap  
into the most credible and influential source of information  
for the new generation of candidates. Those who choose  
not to risk being left behind in the global competition for 
recruiting and retaining top talent.
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